Axiom™ EZ
Patient Care Headwall
Surface Mounted

The Axiom™ EZ Patient Care Headwall is a surface mounted, prewired, pre-piped headwall manufactured for a quick turn and submittal
free install. Constructed of heavy-duty aluminum extrusions that are
deep etched and clear anodized. Access panels are Antique White HPL
on Aluminum backer. Other finishes may be available, however could
have a cost and time impact. All services are manufactured to the top of
the unit for single point connection. Axiom™ EZ headwalls are designed
with enough versatility that they can be used as a single unit or
combined with multiple units to accommodate varying layouts.

Features
 The Axiom EZ accommodates a high number of service while
maintaining a small footprint
 Submittal free
 Fast lead times
 Integrated vertical equipment tracks
 Flexible headwall designs—easily accepts customer options, see
page 2
 Durable, low maintenance construction
 Accepts all brands of medical gas outlets or nurse call systems
Options
 Nurse Call
 Code Blue
 Monitor Support
 Medical Gas Outlets
 Emergency Electrical Receptacles
 Normal Electrical Receptacles
 Low Voltage Data and Communications Support
 MicrobeCare™ non-leaching, instant kill, anti-microbial application available upon request
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MicrobeCare™ is a unique antimicrobial bonding technology that effectively controls bacteria, fungi, algae, and yeast on a wide variety of
treated materials and substrates. It has been shown to kill >99.99 percent of microbes and does not allow for microbe mutation. The antimicrobial active agent in MicrobeCare™ is registered with the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The antimicrobial coating has been used
safely and effectively and has recorded proven results in highly sensitive healthcare environments.

How does MicrobeCare™ work?
•

A covalent bond permanently affixes MicrobeCare™ to the surface

•

Cross linking between adjacent molecules forms a matrix of swords

•

The positively charged nitrogen atom attracts microbes to the surface and ultimately electrocutes the microorganisms through a
positive—negative ion exchange

•

18 link carbon chain pierces microbes as they are pulled towards the nitrogen atom

Non-Leaching
Most antimicrobials use leaching technologies which offer a “zone of inhibition” unfortunately, leaching allows the antimicrobial to migrate into
the environment where no antimicrobial was applied. As the antimicrobial leaches further from the application site, it exists in a weakened state
which will eventually allow for cohabitation of microorganisms.

Patient Room 'High Touch' areas

HSI is honored to be the sole licensee of Parasol Medical to apply MicrobeCare™ to our Headwalls and Accessories.
Any questions please reach out.
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